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First: AI is a good thing

• Can contribute to large-scale efficiency improvements in the public 
sector

• Can enable significantly better public services

• Not inconceivable that e.g. “case processing time” will become an 
almost irrelevant concept



Then: There are major risks using AI…
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https://www.nature.com/articles/d41586-019-03228-6

https://www.nature.com/articles/d41586-019-03228-6


Why audit algorithms?
Problematic issues with ML models – two examples

* Black box: Machine learning algorithms usually operate as black boxes and it is unclear how they 
derived a certain decision

* Bias: By default, machine learning models pick up biases from the training data. This can turn your 
machine learning models into racists.

Source:
https://christophm.github.io/interpretable-ml-book/

https://christophm.github.io/interpretable-ml-book/


ISSAI 3000
The International Standard for Performance Auditing

Quote:

“Performance auditing aims to contribute to improved economy, efficiency 
and effectiveness in the public sector. 

It also aims to contribute to good governance, accountability and 
transparency.”



In Europe we have the
General Data Protection Regulation (GDPR):

GDPR Article 22 “Automated individual decision-making, including profiling“:

“The data subject shall have the right not to be subject to a decision based solely on 
automated processing”

In short: There should be “a person in the loop”



But… 
(Automated, dystopian case work…)

«Computer suggests NO» «Will you follow computer’s suggestion?»

Person in the loop

«Btw, you need to 
produce another 25 

decisions today, and the
time is now 5:32 pm.»



A note of caution:

It may still be the case that machines can be made
less biased than humans?

“We are still using these algorithms called humans that are really biased. We’ve tested them and known that they’re 
horrible, but we still use them to make really important decisions every day.” (Rayid Ghani, computer scientist, 
Carnegie Mellon University)



Then, how to audit ML?

Simple check
of goal/ 

purpose?

Detailed
analysis of
code and 
reproduction
of models?

But where to start?



www.auditingalgorithms.net

• A guide written by auditors (us), for auditors (you)

• An international collaboration (SAIs of Germany, UK, Netherlands, Finland, Norway)

• Includes an “auditability checklist” and a simple “audit helper tool” in Excel

• Largely non-technical

http://www.auditingalgorithms.net/


An interesting question:

To what extent should auditors be «democracy activists»?

What if an ML-system reproduces existing inequalities present in society?

Shall we limit ourselves to «technical» aspects of fairness and bias?

Or should we «contribute in changing the world if the world is unfair»?

See also «Bias Preservation in Machine Learning: The Legality of Fairness Metrics Under EU Non-Discrimination Law”

https://papers.ssrn.com/sol3/papers.cfm?abstract_id=3792772

https://papers.ssrn.com/sol3/papers.cfm?abstract_id=3792772


My view:

“Now, it is not clear how far the responsibility of the auditor reaches in 
protecting democracy against unwise use of AI and algorithms. This is 
uncharted territory for the profession. 

Still, I believe we have a very clear role in contributing to AI being 
implemented in the public sector in ways that are fair, just, explainable and 
transparent.”

From https://www.publicfinancefocus.org/viewpoints/2021/03/auditing-algorithms

https://www.publicfinancefocus.org/viewpoints/2021/03/auditing-algorithms


To conclude:

Auditors are indispensable
as governments start using

machine learning & Ai 


